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Abstract—Captchas are usually found as distorted text images,
algebraic calculations or noisy audio messages. Our idea doesn't
aim to verify humans only by actions that only a human performs,
we provide an OTP based QR code scanner that fetches encrypted
OTP hidden in QR and decrypts it using a specific key(unique for
every client) and shows to the user. This not only verifies users as
a human but it also prevents decrypted OTP access from bots.
The idea is based on the fact that it is not dependent on human
sensory abilities.
Keywords—Captcha, BOT,
Interactions, Authentication .
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I.
INTRODUCTION
It is evident from years of research available online that
Captchas are still far away from the notion of a completely
secure solution to identify the user as a human. If somehow we
are able to remove bots, crawlers and even spammers from the
equation then there will be no need for captcha at all. There are
a number of researches done till now for the search of best
captcha but all of them have some flaws in them and if not then
they are not suitable for visually impaired people .To
overcome this issue we propose an alternative solution i.e. QR
captcha which is another extension to them and this QR
Captcha is designed in a way which is also suitable for visually
impaired people.
II.

distorted image is shown and the user needs to
enter the distorted text correctly in the box
provided.

Figure :1 (Text Recognition Captcha)
ii.

VARIOUS KINDS OF CAPTCHA

A. Search For Best Captcha
There are certain parameters, which would classify one
particular captcha as best captcha and these are:
• Tasks which are only performed by user not
computers.
• Task which is quick for user to perform and nearly
impossible for a computer to be done.
• Minimize any loopholes if there were any.
• Task which are accessible for every user to
perform even for persons with disability.
B. Most Popular Captcha Available
i.
Text Recognition – Certainly the most widely
used captcha in its initial stage, in which a
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Logic Questions – The idea behind launching
them was that some people believe that answering
logical questions would be easier than performing
visual tasks. They have around 180 million basic
logical questions such as:
What is twenty three as digit?
Which number is lower among 2, 5, 6?
These questions are designed keeping in mind the
intelligence of a 7 years old kid. They are far more
accessible than the previous captcha but it has its
own disadvantage and the main drawback of this
is computer can still break this.

Figure : 2 (Logic Questions Captcha)
iii.

Image Recognition – In the evolving world of
captcha many have also experimented with
images they started in which a image of some
known animal has to be entered in the box
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provided. Microsoft also used Assira Project to
search images. But it doesn’t seem to be seen
widely because it didn’t improve usability instead
of that it jeopardizes accessibility. Hence it is not
the most famous or long running type of captcha.

perform the slider task for authentication, But this
method fails for persons with special needs.

Figure : 3 (Image Recognition Captcha)
iv.

Friend Recognition – A more interesting method
is friend recognition which appeared in 2011 first
time which is an efficient effort by social media
giant FACEBOOK. In this a picture of your friend
is shown from the friend list on your Facebook
account and you have to enter the name of that
friend, But the biggest disadvantage of this
method is very much clear to everyone i.e. we
don’t knew the name of every person in our friend
list, hence this method is also not good to
terminate our search of a perfect captcha.

Figure : 5 (User Interaction Captcha)
III.
A NEW EFFORT- QR CAPTCHA
As we already see that there were a lot of research have
been done in search of a perfect captcha but none of them suits
the needs of secure captcha authentication, perfectly. So we
have designed a new method which can be equally suitable for
visually impaired people. In our method a user needs to scan
the QR code provided at the time of login with any scanning
mobile application. Since it is a two way encryption task so
the security risks are minimized very efficiently. We have tried
to build something new which covers all the four points
described above in this paper.

Figure : 4 (Friend Recognition Captcha)
v.

User Interaction – Another method which grabs a
lot of attention was user interaction in this a user
needs to perform certain tasks and make the
captcha authentication process a bit interactive.
They uses a slider option in which user needs to
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Figure : 6 (Idea Prototype)
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The idea behind the QR captcha is to generate a unique secret
key for any new user, respond the client with a token in the
form of a QR code and add mobile device as an intermediary
to perform the action of validation instead of a human but still
require human intervention.
As the idea prototype picture describes the idea behind the QR
captcha it is quite clear now that how actually we assemble it.
The final product of our product has been shown in pictures
below:

C. Drawbacks
The one drawback of using this QR captcha is that you need
a mobile phone to access the login page. Which is also not a
major problem we can prove our point by showing some
statistics :

Figure : 7 (QR Code Authentication)
Figure : 11 (Internet Usage Statistics)
This is the latest 2020 statistics report published on
broadband.net website. The above figure clearly depicts that
the number of mobile users are certainly high as compared to
the desktop users so this won’t be a major problem about our
idea of implementing QR Captcha.

Figure : 8 (Final Project Image (a))

Figure : 9 (Final Project Image (b))

D. Future Scope
We have included all the details related to our project in
making and innovating something new which can become a
small contribution towards evolving new technologies. If
anyone feels like making any new inclusions in this they are
open to do so all the progressions made in this project are
welcomed freely without any restrictions. Everyone is allowed
to make use of this paper and take some help if they wanted to
dig further inside world of captcha in doing bot protection and
eliminating crawlers from this equation because that is the only
way possible to remove bot attacks and make a safer
environment for using internet more securely.
We are also planning to extend this idea and make it more user
friendly by developing a custom mobile application which can
guide it's user to the QR code on the screen and scan the QR
code more easily which will help the working of QR Captcha
more efficient and quick for user.
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Figure : 10 (Final Project Image (c))
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CONCLUSION
In this research paper we have shown al the previous existing
methods of captcha authentications we make a step ahead in
this discussion and tried to innovate something new to make
the whole process of authentication a bit more secure. So came
with a solution in form of QR Captcha which have its own
drawback but they are not much significant and we can easy
dealt with it also they won’t raise any security concerns which
are a major drawback of previously used CAPTCHAS.
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